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Epic Performance powered by Analytics

Dave Haase – Race Across America (RAAM)

http://www.ibmbigdatahub.com/blog/sweat-grit-and-analytics-get-finish-line-first
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Strategy execution is a struggle

Only 9% of managers say they can rely 

on colleagues in other functions and 

units all the time, and just half say they can 

rely on them most of the time

Source: Why Strategy Execution Unravels—and What to Do About It, by Donald Sull, Rebecca Homkes, and Charles Sull, March 2015, Harvard Business Review

of large enterprises
struggle to implement 

strategies

5%7 30% cite failure to coordinate across 

units, making that a close second to failure 

to align (40%)

One-third of managers cite 

difficulties adapting to changing market 

circumstances
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CFOs are taking a more prominent role in enterprise decision making

Focus on profit, 
alignment and risk 

management

Governance, risk and 
compliance 
mandates

Focus on growth
and expansion

Liquidity, cost 
containment and 
working capital

2000 2003 2006 2009 2012 2015

Finance
function 

focus

CFO focus

Enterprise 
focus

Adapted from CEB Finance, 2011.
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Yet finance must address critical gaps

Importance vs. Performance Gap for finance activities

Source: IBM Institute for Business Value, The Global C-suite Study 2013
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Performance Gap (Importance—Effectiveness)

Develop talent in the 
Finance organization

Drive integration of 
information across 
the enterprise

Optimize planning, 
budgeting and forecasting

Measure / monitor 
business performance

Provide inputs into 
enterprise strategy

Execute continuous 
Finance process 
improvement

Process transactions

Manage investor / 
stakeholder relations

Strengthen 
compliance programs / 
internal controls

Support / manage / 
mitigate enterprise risk

Drive 
enterprise 
cost reduction

Critical gaps 
to close
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Finance continues to rely on spreadsheets and intuition for two-thirds 

of decision support activities

Intuition Spreadsheet ERP Analytic tool

14% 52% 19% 15%

50% 100%0%

Capabilities/tools used to support finance

Source: Question CFO6--What capabilities / tools does your organization use for the following activities?

Source: “CFO insights from the Global C-Suite Study”, IBM Institute for Business Value, 2014

We need to ensure we 
deliver value through 
changing technology 
versus being a slave to 
our systems.”

–CFO, Insurance, United Kingdom

‘‘
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Evaluate market trends and 
competitor actions

Effectiveness of Finance

Apply predictive modeling to 
improve foresight and 

trigger action

Collaboratively create timely, 
reliable forecasts to steer 

business performance
1.6x

2.0x

1.7x
Challenge business 

partner’s assumptions, 
business cases and plans

1.9x

Leaders’ effectiveness compared with best of the rest

My objective is to 
move the finance staff 
from a state of 
transaction thinking to 
one of analytical 
thinking.”

–CFO, Insurance, Canada

‘‘

Leading finance organizations focus on data analytics to deliver 

stronger business foresight

Source: Question CFO7--How effective is your organization at performing the following?
Source: “CFO insights from the Global C-Suite Study”, IBM Institute for Business Value, 2014
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A future ready enterprise is smart, 
coordinated and agile
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Boundary

1. Take position

2. Choose target pair

3. Move until equidistant

Rules

Stop when you reach
equilibrium

Goal

Q: How long will it take to complete the exercise?
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A. Let’s watch!
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What if: One person were in charge?

What if: Half the people were blindfolded—that is, they had no information?

What if: Half the people had a 3 second delay?

What if: Two narrow walls were placed in the middle?
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Market
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CEO

A traditional “top-down” organization
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An analytics enabled organization: information is the enabler 

for strategy execution

Self organized business teams

Information

Inspiration

Intent

Policies

Role model

Coaching

Resources

Infrastructure

Ownership
for collective 
performance
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ility

Market

A B C

Leadership team

CEO
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See how the latest innovations in analytic solutions 
help enable a more adaptive organization

VisionGO features on demand content from Vision 2015 that you access on your 
laptop or mobile device anywhere, anytime, including:

• General sessions
• Keynotes 
• Select breakout sessions 

• 20+ interviews with thought leaders and 
industry experts on the CUBE

• Access to presentations and relevant content

Register at ibmvisiongo.com/register
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Strategic Performance Management
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The three analytic imperatives for strategic performance management

No one of us is as smart 
as all of us…all the time

Ending business surprises begins 
with knowing the present and 

making decision under 
uncertainty and constraints

Cloud blows up 
assumptions about speed, 

scale, and complexity

Empower
every 
person

Increase
business

agility

Unlock
enterprise
advantage
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Demonstration
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Empower every person with analytics

IBM Watson Analytics

Tell your 
colleagues to log 

in for free @
www.watson

analytics.com

You are entitled 
to Professional 

Edition

with your analytic 
solutions

100s of new 
questions each 

day

Think
ahead

Tell
a story

Answer
questions
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Empower every person
Scale expertise with advanced analytics

Analytic 
discovery

Predictive
Visual 

storytelling
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Empower every person
Engage with guided tasks, social collaboration and mobility
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Finance

Business 

Drivers OutcomesInitiatives Projects

Unlock enterprise advantage
Align the organization around common drivers, initiatives and frequent updates

SalesMarketing Operations HR
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Unlock enterprise advantage
Link financial and operational performance management

• Campaign plans 
and scorecards

• Promotion plans

• Customer and 
product 
profitability

• Revenue plans 

• Sales forecasts 

• Quota plans

• Incentive 
compensation

• Territories 

• Sales channels

• Strategic 
financial plans

• Profit and loss

• Balance sheets

• Cash flow

• Capital 
expenditure 
plans

• Headcount 
plans 

• Salary and 
compensation 

• Staffing plans

• Training and 
development

• Sales and 
operations plans

• Capacity and 
inventory plans

• Product allocation

• New product 
Introduction

Strategy and activity-aligned organization

FinanceSalesMarketing Operations HR
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Increase business agility with cloud

Benefits
Optimize IT structure  |  Quick provisioning  |  Security and control

Advanced analytics

Planning, analysis and 

forecasting

Financial close management

Narrative reporting

and disclosure management

Incentive compensation 

management

Risk analytics

FinanceSalesMarketing Operations HR
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www.analyticszone.com

Invitation: try it!
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Next step?
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Structure and automate Best 
practices

Strategy-aligned agile 
organization

Span finance 
and operations

V
a
lu

e

Maturity

Drive efficiency

Deliver 
foresight

Steer
continuously

� Automate source to report

� Transform spreadsheets: embrace and 
replace as needed

� Managing multidimensional 
performance information

� Financial consolidation and close

� Planning, budgeting and forecasting

� Collaborative narrative performance 
reporting

� Disclosure management

� Incentive compensation
management

� Metrics and scorecarding

� Strategy management

� Risk-adjusted value management

� Agile enterprise

� Integrated business 

planning

� Product and 

customer

profitability

� Big data analytics

Link operational 
cause and financial 
effect

� Driver-based 
modeling

� Predictive analytics

� Leading and 
external indicators

� Scenario analytics

� Rolling forecasts

� Fast close

Only IBM is built to start smart and grow the distance
A partner in your performance management maturity
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Build your agenda

Data
collection

New business 
modeling

Profitability 
and pricing

Predictive
forecasting

Error
checking

Decrease effort Increase focus

System
monitoring

Increase in value from analytic initiatives

Empower every person

Increase business agility

Unlock enterprise advantage
Performance 
scorecarding
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